Cosmologies are developed by physicists and philosophers to explain our experiences of the evolving cosmos. Intelligent deep-learning metaheuristics provide original frameworks for cosmologies which are founded on quantum information. Mathematical standard models of physical cosmology and particle physics formalize an abundance of observations, yet there is no scientific consensus about how these models include our conscious experiences and fundamental philosophies of information. Furthermore, Naturalness in physics is coupled to the related problem of fine-tuning. To address these foundational problems, within the quantum information paradigm, whilst aligning with standard scientific models, I introduce a topological deep-learning cosmology metaheuristic. Braided, 3-coloured, world-strands are proposed to be the fundamental quantum information tracts (ethereal fibre bundles) of our evolving Triuniverse. This Braided Loop Metaheuristic comprises eternally evolving deep-learning feedback loops of superposed, braided, 3-coloured, quantum information world-strands, which process (in 3-level qutrit states) foundational properties coined Algebrus (labelled red), Algorithmus (labelled green) and Geometrus (labelled blue). Braids split from 1→2→3 (in knot representation respectively: closed loop→trefoil knot→Borromean loops) thence combine from 3→2→1 to form eternally evolving deep-learning loops. This cosmology metaheuristic simultaneously incorporates initial Laws of Form; Emergentism (from substrate Mathematics, through Quantum Physics to Life); Consciousness (as a superposed triunity of Implicate Order, Process Philosophy and Aesthetic Relationalism); Reductionism (from Life, through Quantum Physics to Pure Mathematics expressed as Logical Axioms, Laws of Parsimony and Ideal Form); and the Braided Loop Metaheuristic reboots its eternal cycle with the initial Laws of Form. An agent's personal anthropic Braided Loop Metaheuristic represents one of many-worlds, a meridional loop in a multiverse with horn-torus topology, where Nature's physical parameters vary equatorially. Fundamental information processing is driven by ψ-Epistemic Drive, the Natural appetite for information selected for advantageous knowledge. The meridional loops are ψ-Epistemic Field lines emanating 
Introduction
The topology of loops, knots and braids provides a foundational framework to describe the cosmos and all that it comprises; from its substrate logic and mathematics, quantum physics and biology, to intelligence and conscious experience. Our cosmos exists and evolves upon its conserved quantum information, and loops and knots (and their braid representations) explain quantization of field theories. The Jones polynomial is a knot polynomial in knot theory discovered by Jones [1] , and Witten [2] provides a heuristic definition of the Jones polynomial in terms of a topological quantum field theory. Twenty years later, in 2009, Aharonov, Jones and Landau [3] presented a polynomial quantum algorithm for approximating the Jones polynomial. These three ideas, their geometry, algebra and algorithm, motivate us to explore for an overarching cosmology metaheuristic involving loops, knots and braids. These three ideas together provide an example of a quantum algorithm being a vital operational component in the solution of a big-picture problem, which seems otherwise incomplete via only geometry and algebra.
I propose algebraic algorithmic geometry, in the quantum information paradigm, is the crucial mathematical trio required to formalise the comprehensive cosmology metaheuristic which I present in this paper. Charles Darwin led with a similar approach, in his biological evolution metaheuristic of variational-selective-heredity. Mendelian understanding of algebraic variation with geometric heredity was in train, but it took Darwin's algorithm of Natural Selection to complete the big-picture of biological evolution. Likewise, upon algebraic quantum mechanics and geometric relativity, via the right metaheuristic we can discover the vital quantum algorithm to solve the century old problem of their unification.
The ideas presented in this paper extend the author's research programme [4] Physics, Life and Consciousness.
These definitions are formalized with symbols for Algebrus R , Algorithmus G and Geometrus B ; Algebraic characterization (sensu lato) (R), Algorithmic characterization (sensu lato) (G) and Geometric characterization (sensu lato) ( 
where the mathematics of algebra (sensu stricto), algorithms (sensu stricto) and geometry (sensu stricto) are respectively subsets of ( ⊆ ) and conceptual frameworks for (  ) the characterisation of elemental Algebrus R , operational Algorithmus G and structural Geometrus B in Expressions (2) and (3) respectively:
Algebra Algebrus Algorithims Algorithmus
Geometry Geometrus 
In contrast, a surreal binary "black and white" (again figurative) world with 2-colouration underlain by qubit (2-level) quantum computations is outperformed, in terms of computational efficiency, by a Natural one with the superposed properties of Algebrus R , Algorithmus G and Geometrus B , which elevate our world to a 3-coloured stable self-mutuality; a Triuniverse [4] .
Natural Proclivity for the Integer 3
The underlying quantum computations of our evolving Triuniverse are proposed to be qutrit (3-level) computations [4] . Quantum computations at the foundations of our Triuniverse are performed with the integer base 3 e =     , which is the integer base with the lowest average radix economy [4] [10].
There is no computational speed advantage nor extra efficiency to be gained through any other integer radix of computations. The integer base 3 is manifest physically as follows:
• 3 is the least number of sides a polygon can have;
• 3 uncompactified spatial dimensions;
• 3 is the number of non-collinear points needed to determine a plane and a circle; • 3-coloured Quantum Chromo Dynamics;
• 3 generations of leptons;
• 3 generations of quarks;
• 3 fundamental forces in Grand Unified Theory (where gravity is emergent and not a fourth force [5] [11] [12] ); • 3 voters in least participant majority voting for triple-modular-redundancy;
• 3-level qutrit solution to the Byzantine Agreement Problem for fault tolerance [13] ; • 3-level qutrit is the smallest system where the contextual nature of quantum mechanics can be observed [14] ; • 3 edges in triangles in quantum geometrodynamics or Machian shape dynamics [15] ; • 3-string nodes in a trivalent string-net condensation physical mechanism for topological phases [16] .
Furthermore, Natural 3-colouration is deeply self-labelled at the inception of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic, in the axiomatic Laws of Form, the cardinal characteristic of which is the "Mark". The Mark denotes the drawing of a Distinction and simultaneously signifies in superposition: (Red) the distinct entity within a boundary loop; (Green) the drawing of that boundary loop; and (Blue) the relationship between the distinct entity and its environment, across that boundary loop. There is no requirement in the Laws of Form for numbering these (1), (2) and (3), so we are free to use labels (Red), (Green) and (Blue), as I 
Braided Loop Metaheuristic
This section is an extended caption for Figure 1 and its purpose is to further frame concepts and terminology. These concepts are discussed in more detail in subsequent sections, however a full picture is previewed here to assist the reader with perspectives across all its components.
The Braided Loop Metaheuristic comprises a deep-learning feedback loop of superposed, braided, 3-coloured, quantum information world-strands (ethereal fibre bundles), which process foundational qutrit properties: elemental Algebrus Figure 1 . The Braided Loop Metaheuristic comprises a deep-learning feedback loop of 3-coloured world-strands with braid numbers splitting from 1→2→3 thence combining from 3→2→1 to form an endless cycle. In a clockwise convention, braided world-strands cycle endlessly: Elemental Algebrus (red), to operational Algorithmus (green), to structural Geometrus (blue) and from Laws of Form (1-strand braid, closed loop), to physical Emergentism (2-strand braid, trefoil knot), to Consciousness (3-strand braid, Borromean loops), to physical Reductionism (2-strand braid, trefoil knot) and back to Laws of Form (1-strand braid, closed loop). All phase angles of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic coexist in simultaneous 3-coloured qutrit superposition and a time reversed anticlockwise experience (not commonly felt by biological, classically time rectified, conscious agents) is equally valid and superposed, however it is not illustrated in the figure. Journal of Quantum Information Science Referring to the symbols and Expressions (1) (2) (3) in the above introductory section, the Braided Loop Metaheuristic L is expressed as a 3-level qutrit state in terms of quantum foundational Algebrus R , Algorithmus G , and Geometrus B as follows:
where the left-hand side represents the deep-learning Braided Loop Metaheuristic L and the right-hand side is the 3-coloured qutrit state of superposed foundational properties and the coefficients are probability amplitudes with the sum of their squares being unity:
All phase angles of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic L coexist in simultaneous 3-coloured qutrit superposition. It is also proposed that the Braided Loop Metaheuristic is scaled by the individual agent's present level of consciousness ( Figure 2 ). The lowest mode of consciousness in this model is partial engagement (e.g. via the nervous system of a simple organism, or in the mind of a temporarily disinterested human). In this mode the agent endeavours to be fully present and non-judgemental but falls short of the threshold. Upon attaining that full engagement, the conscious agent enters a mode of partial connection with the environment of all things. Once fully connected, the agent enters the mode of partial unity with the environment of all things and only becomes fully unified with it upon attaining perfect enlightenment, without further desires and with all thoughts satisfied. Later, I
explain that ultimate conscious enlightenment arises at the equator of a many-worlds horn-torus topology where Nature becomes maximally revealed, completely known and fully experienced (Section 7.4, Figure 3 Special Relativity informs us that the perception of "now" is illusory; past, present, future and all locations co-exist in a Minkowski spacetime block cosmos. Quantum retro-causality is conceivable in such a block cosmos, wherein past events persist and future events could affect them through spatiotemporal quantum non-locality [17] [18] [19] . I propose that whilst consciousness has quantum foundations [6] (through Lithium-6 spin-entanglement with topological spacetime instantons in the environmental vortical gluon field, via quantum chromodynamics) the emergent customary experiences of the partially enlight- "That to out-compute (sic) alternatives is to prevail over them in terms of computational speed and algorithmic efficiency, quickly and accurately narrowing predictive model approximations, with codes continuously reoptimised through lex parsimoniae and the paring down of redundancies. Narrower predictive model approximations enable subsequent information processing to be more efficient and to bestow anticipatory advantage. Note, time is of the essence and is a valuable Natural resource in this quantum foundations concept."
Significantly, the economically-rationed processing time resource in opera- There are also conceivable prospects in quantum consciousness research [6] to discover ways to tap deeper into the foundational quantum information proc- 
World-Strand of Algebrus
The ethereal world-strand of elemental Algebrus (red), in the context of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic, is all that is characterised as algebraic (sensu lato) and intrinsic to entities and to their numbers, variables, combinatorics, to registering of time, to their innate commutative, associative and distributive properties and likewise to their symbols, language, letters, words and word-strings, but it is neither operationally dynamic, nor relational (Table 1 ).
In the axiomatic Laws of Form, Algebrus is expressed as the implicit entity which becomes distinct from everything by drawing a boundary loop. Algebrus is neither the operational drawing of the boundary (that is Algorithmus), nor is it the relationship between the distinct entity and its environment across the boundary (that is Geometrus).
In the substrate of mathematics, Algebrus is expressed as Algebra (sensu stricto) and its evolution through creative mathematical discovery and conscious application. Gödel's incompleteness theorems are rooted in Algebrus, i.e. in any consistent formal system S within which a definite amount of arithmetic can be executed there are statements of the language of S which can neither be proved nor disproved in S, and such a formal system cannot prove that the system itself is consistent, assuming it is consistent. Put simply, using mathematics, in evolutionary biology is the evolution of developmental interactions that modify the distribution of phenotypic variation, so-called "Evo-Devo" [21] . Life thence evolves emergent intelligence, including artificial intelligence in its tools and technologies, and Algebrus is manifest as componential intelligence, according to Sternberg's triarchic theory of intelligence [22] . Algebrus in triarchic intelligence is a composition of metacomponents. Consciousness is thereafter emergent in the minds of sentient beings and Algebrus in consciousness is expressed as a subconsciousness of non-commutative algebra known as Bohm-Hiley Implicate Order [23] . Mind and matter are related projections into our explicate order from the underlying reality of the implicate order in the Bohm-Hiley model [24] . Consciousness requires alphanumeric characterisation for algebra and language, through Algebrus, to express Natural variation in Nature's innately ordered patterns. A perfect information lattice bestows no identity, thus no existence, and therefore variation in Algebrus is existential. The Implicate Order of Algebrus within consciousness is one of three superposed states of subconsciousness, which in Borromean triunity establish the 3-coloured state of Full Consciousness.
The conscious state of mind thence attains enlightenment (as and when it occurs, to different and personal levels, intermittently and spontaneously, through genius, insight, reflexion, intuition and serendipity) which enables Reductionism (Table 1) , whereupon Life finds its Meaning. Life is thence also able to fathom Physics and its substrate of Mathematics. Figure 2 illustrates the 3-levels of an agent's consciousness which, upon attaining enlightenment, ultimately becomes fully unified with the environment of all things. Note, the 3-levels of consciousness: engaged, connected and unified, are experienced by minds operating in the superposed 3-coloured state of Full Consciousness, i.e. where minds have superposed subconsciousness of Algebrus (Implicate Order), subconsciousness of Algorithmus (Process Philosophy) and subconsciousness of Geometrus (Aesthetic Relationalism) (Figure 1 ).
Schrödinger discovered a linear partial differential equation, which describes wave-particle duality evolution over time [25] . This duality, quantum non-locality and entanglement are Natural physical facets of Algebrus. Quantum Mechanics 
World-Strand of Algorithmus
The ethereal world-strand of operational Algorithmus (green), in the context of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic, is all that is characterised as algorithmic (sensu lato), dynamic, involving process, action, change and the passage (neither registering, nor relativity) of time and it is neither intrinsic to entities, nor relational (Table 2 ). I assign the elemental registering of time to Algebrus (Section 4, above) and the relativity of time to structural Geometrus (Section 6, below).
In the axiomatic Laws of Form, Algorithmus is expressed as the act of drawing a boundary around an entity, thus separating it from everything else in the environment. In the substrate of Mathematics, Algorithmus is expressed as Algorithms (sensu stricto) and their emergent evolution through deep-learning. Operational This is the logical source of clockwise causality and entropy, the algorithmic basis of time-rectified agents' choices and the passage of events leading to consequences which pervade via Algorithmus.
In the Physics which emerges from the mathematical substrate of Algorithms (sensu stricto), Algorithmus is expressed as Natural Quantum Deep-Learning [4] . Qutrit information processing in Natural physical systems, with error tolerant Byzantine agreements [13] and triple-modular-redundancy majority-voting [4] in complex quantum systems, are emergent physical and computational facets of Algorithmus.
Upon that quantum physics, in emergent Life (and considering Natural variational-selective-heredity in Darwin's Theory of Evolution), Algorithmus is manifest as Natural Selection. Algorithmus in evolutionary biology is the evolution of ecological interactions that modify the form of selective pressures, so-called "Evo-Eco" [21] . Life thence evolves emergent intelligence, including artificial intelligence in its tools and technologies, and Algorithmus is manifest as experiential intelligence, according to Sternberg's triarchic theory of intelligence [22] . Algorithmus in triarchic intelligence is deep-learning creative automation.
Consciousness is thereafter emergent in the minds of sentient beings and Algorithmus in consciousness is expressed as the deep-learning algorithm characterised by Whitehead's Process Philosophy (or Processism) [26] . In Algorithmus, being is rather thought of as becoming, and Process Philosophy regards change as the essence of reality. Algorithmus within consciousness is one of three superposed states of subconsciousness, which in Borromean triunity establish the 3-coloured state of Full Consciousness.
The enlightened conscious mind embarks on Reductionism (Table 2) Algorithmus alone is incomplete, so this definition above is only valid in the context of the triunity of 3-colouration, see Equation (4).
World-Strand of Geometrus
The ethereal world-strand of structural Geometrus (blue), in the context of the Braided Loop Metaheuristic, is all that is characterised as relational (sensu lato), including spatiotemporal, but it is neither intrinsic to entities, nor dynamic (Table 3 ).
In the axiomatic Laws of Form, Geometrus is expressed as the Relation between the distinct entity and its environment, across the boundary.
In the substrate of Mathematics, Geometrus is expressed as Geometry (sensu stricto). This is the logical source of Natural symmetries, sequences, replication, repetition, shapes and patterns which pervade via Geometrus.
In the Physics which emerges from this mathematical substrate of Geometry (sensu stricto), Geometrus is expressed as Machian Quantum Geometrodynamics [15] . Patterns in the complex systems of Nature, from atomic lattices of minerals, through desiccation cracks, to the cosmic web are further Emergent manifestations of Geometrus pervading all scales.
Upon that physics, in emergent Life (and considering Natural variational-selective-heredity in Darwin's Theory of Evolution), Geometrus is manifest as Heredity. Geometrus modified by Algorithmus (Sections 5 and 7.3) in evolutionary biology is the evolution of reproductive interactions that modify evolutionary individuality by changing mechanisms of heredity, so-called "Evo-Ego" [21] . Life thence evolves intelligence, including artificial intelligence term Aesthetic Relationalism. Principles of comparative beauty and the relational nature of things, as being relational entities in reality, lies at the heart of this subconscious facet of consciousness. I submit that Japanese aesthetics provide a suitable framework which lends itself to formalization, as for example
Maheux sets out in his paper on Wabi-Sabi mathematics [27] . Geometrus bestows relational awareness beyond self-reference (including empathy) and, within consciousness, Geometrus is one of three superposed states of subconsciousness, which in Borromean triunity establish the 3-coloured state of Full Consciousness.
The enlightened conscious mind embarks on Reductionism (Table 3) Geometrus alone is incomplete, so this definition above is only valid in the context of the triunity of 3-colouration, see Equation (4).
Combined World-Strands
We now consider the Nature of combined world-strands. Firstly, in coupled 2/3-coloured pairs: Geometrus-Algebrus (Section 7.1, Table 4 ), Algebrus-Algorithmus (Section 7.2, Table 5 ) and Algorithmus-Geometrus (Section 7.3, Table 6 ) and then as all three combined: Algebrus-Algorithmus-Geometrus Table 6 . Facets of the combined foundational properties of operational Algorithmus and structural Geometrus. 
World-Strands of Geometrus-Algebrus
Two of three world-strands, when combined, lead to fractional descriptions of reality, Dodgson surrealities, and can only support effective theories at best.
Such fractional descriptions ultimately lead to tensions which can only be resolved at the foundational level by incorporating the omitted world-strand. In the case of combined Geometrus-Algebrus, the lack of Algorithmus leads to tensions and gaps which thwart complete understanding, as we will see in this section.
The most prominent example of this in physics is the lack of scientific con- Combined world-strands of structural Geometrus (blue) and elemental Algebrus (red) ( Table 4 ) combine and include those of algebraic geometry in mathematics (e.g. sheaves), joining geometries to make new composite shapes in mathematics (e.g. triangles assembling polygons), pure particle-space in physics (e.g. cores of neutron stars), geometrodynamic decoherence (e.g. soliton physics and twistor theory [29] ), and variational heredity in biology (e.g. DNA mutation).
2/3-coloured fractional consciousness is manifest as a combination of two of the three necessary subconscious facets of consciousness, namely Relational Order (e.g. intuition; circumvention of endless Algorithmus to bypass the halting problem of computability theory; innate order-space including values and morals such as good versus evil). Patterns and symmetry in language including prose, rhymes and poetry and reflective and juxtapositional humour come about through Geometrus-Algebrus.
Static bistable optical illusions such as the Necker cube derive from Geometrus-Algebrus because there is no Algorithmus operating to uniquely compute the subjective dichotomy. Tiling hexagons additively to infinity, whilst intuitively possible in Geometrus-Algebrus, lacks Algorithmus and is non-computable [30] . This incomplete consciousness, lacking Algorithmus, enables partial Reductionism via meaningful configurations by conscious living agents (e.g. judging when to halt sculpting a statue, when an artistic subjective ideal is perceived to have been reached).
Meaningful coincidences in Jung-Pauli synchronicity, whilst scientifically problematic to verify, could arise in this incomplete fractional 2/3-coloured consciousness. Agents in Geometrus-Algebrus cause relativistic entanglement (e.g. Dark Matter phenomena from consciousness [5] ) in the physical world and (non-parsimoniously) approach an ideal singularity in Mathematics and Logic.
The Laws of Form cannot be completed as a full superposition of all 3 components because Algorithmus is missing, but Relational Distinction is conceivable (e.g. ER = EPR connected ideal singularities, or wormholes) and can be dreamt up, though cannot be realised without associated quantum Algorithmus.
Colour labelling for this pair is blue + red = magenta.
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World-Strands of Algebrus-Algorithmus
Such fractional descriptions ultimately lead to tensions which can only be resolved at the foundational level by incorporating the omitted world-strand. In the case of combined Algebrus-Algorithmus, the lack of Geometrus leads to tensions and gaps which thwart complete understanding, as we will see in this section.
Combined world-strands of elemental Algebrus (red) and operational Algorithmus (green) ( Table 5) but drawing a distinct unrelatable entity is conceivable (e.g. imagining the content of an infinite area loop), but is not realistic.
Colour labelling for this pair is red + green = yellow.
World-Strands of Algorithmus-Geometrus
Such fractional descriptions ultimately lead to tensions which can only be resolved at the foundational level by incorporating the omitted world-strand. In the case of combined Algorithmus-Geometrus, the lack of Algebrus leads to tensions and gaps which thwart complete understanding, as we will see in this section.
Combined world-strands of operational Algorithmus (green) and structural Geometrus (blue) ( Colour labelling for this pair is green + blue = cyan.
World-Strands of Algebrus-Algorithmus-Geometrus
Combined world-strands of elemental Algebrus (red), operational Algorithmus (green) and structural Geometrus (blue) ( Table 7) Colour labelling for this triunity is red + green + blue = white. Whilst not a Theory of Everything, the Braided Loop Metaheuristic presents a common algebraic algorithmic geometric framework (sensu lato) in the quantum information paradigm, open to all disciplines, offering potential as a Metaheuristic of Everything.
Conclusions

